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Quick Start Guide 

Automated Background Removal Tool using a Background Image 

Important Notes: 

Please refer to this page to understand suggested shooting conditions and lighting techniques. 

1. The Background Removal tool cannot remove shadows. For this reason we suggest 

either working with a bottom lit lighting solution OR shooting on a clear raised acrylic 

stand. Alternatively, if you prefer shadows, shoot on a white material. 

2. Objects that don’t contrast with the background (ex. shooting a white product on a 

white backdrop) will be more difficult to extract – sometimes causing the tool to replace 

parts of the product with white. In the case that your object doesn’t contrast with the 

background, please try using a different background color. 

How the Automated Background Removal Tool works: 

The Automated Background Removal Tool uses Computer Vision algorithms (specifically image 

recognition) and will compare a background only (reference image) image against an image 

shot in that same space with products inserted. It compares and analyzes pixel color (RGB), and 

their specific location on a one to one basis in the before (background only image) and after 

(product image).In the chance the pixel color value stays the same, the tool will recognize this 

as the background (as no product was placed in front of it). In the case the pixel value does 

change, the tool will recognize this as product and leave it in the frame. It is absolutely critical 

to ensure all variables remain the same from product image to background image, including: 

camera settings, camera shooting angle/position, lighting, crop and focal point. 

Video Tutorials 

Automated Background Removal Tool: here 

BR Tool used with Lasso to Remove Additional Frame (ex. shadow): here  

BR Tool used with Lasso to Add Frame Back in: here 

Green Screen Tutorial: here 

Automated Background Removal Workflow: 

http://iconasys.com/shutter-stream-automated-background-removal-tool/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C0okJ_bMXLY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qXivT5Of5ac
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z0Ahc5ng2qQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GgDnHBFIHSQ
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 Step 1 – Place an object in Cameras Field of View and Click the 

Live View button (top left corner of software): 

‘Live View’ will stream the cameras live view to the monitor screen in real time so users can 

view the subject they wish to shoot before actually capturing the image. Feature Video 

Step 2 – Manually Zoom In/Out Camera if required (by twisting lens 

left/right). 

Step 3 – Adjust Camera Settings to Optimize for Lighting: 

Users have the ability to adjust camera settings through mouse clicks in the ‘Camera Settings 

Taskbar’. Simply left click the drop down to select a new value or setting. Feature Video 

 

 Step 4 – Pre-Crop Object (2nd button from bottom on left hand 

side): 

Enable the Crop by left clicking on the ‘Crop’ button then simply click and drag the mouse 

cursor over the subject in the ‘Live View Window’. Feature Video 

To define Crop in a ‘square’ or ‘custom ratio’ simply click 
the Crop Options in the Options drop down in the top 
right of the UI and select Crop option accordingly. If 
defining crop in a custom ration, please define this ratio 
(width by height).  
  

https://youtu.be/yHi9VbQWCwU
https://youtu.be/yHi9VbQWCwU
https://youtu.be/RygM4bdKFKQ
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All images shot in Iconasys 15” LED Studio. Figure A. ‘Live View’ mode enabled, Pre Cropped Subject 

Step 5 – Adjust and Set Focal Point: 

Shooting a 360 using Auto Focus will cause the camera to re-adjust the focal point at every 

frame. This can cause some strange effects when users compose and view the 360 output. It is 

suggested to Adjust the focal point manually through the software – and after this has been set 

– it will be fixed so every shot in the 360 imaging sequence will have the exact same focal point. 

To do so, users simply click the AF button in the top right corner of the Camera Settings 

Window. This will toggle the program into ‘Manual Focus mode’ where users can adjust focal 

point through mouse clicks by clicking the near and far arrows. To view 1:1 on the view finder – 

to see up close when adjusting focal point, click the ‘Magnifier Glass +’ icon. The 1:1 viewing 

area can be moved left, right, up and down using respective buttons. After Focal Point has been 

set, be sure to revert the Live View back to full screen viewing by clicking the ‘Magnifier Glass –‘ 

icon.  

 

http://iconasys.com/product/15-led-product-photography-light-box/
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 Step 6 – Now you are ready to capture your product images 

Click the ‘Snap’ button to take an image. The last used camera settings, crop and focal point will 

be retained from your previous shot. It is very important you do not adjust these settings. 

Capture the image by clicking the Snap button (bottom left button). The captured image is 

instantly captured and uploaded the Shutter Stream program within seconds for viewing, 

editing, processing, exporting, emailing and/or FTP’ing. Shoot as many product images as 

required while maintaining all variables. 

 
Figure B. Captured image after clicking ‘Snap’ 

 

 
Figure C. Captured 4 product images with same crop, camera settings, focal 
point, camera position and lighting. 
 

Step 7 – Snap Reference Image 

Remove product from shooting area and capture an image. This will be used for your reference 

image. The reference image can be used for all images captured after this point to auto extract 

the background provided no variables are changed (these include lighting, camera settings, 

crop and focal point). 
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Figure D. Capturing Background Only image (Reference Image) 

Step 8 – Select Reference Image & Import into Editing Area – BR Tool 

Select your image using the checkbox to the left of it in the Thumbnail Viewing Gallery and click 

the Edit button. In the top right you will see the Background Removal button denoted by the 

‘BR’ icon. Select this and in the Background image dropdown select ‘Add current image in 

backgrounds gallery’. This will import your image in and this will be used as the reference image 

until it is replaced or removed.  
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Figure F. Importing Reference Image (Background only) into BR tool 

Step 9 – Selecting Image’s for Editing/Processing 

Simply click the small box to the left of the image. Once selected it will be noted by an ‘ ’ in the 

box. To select all images in the thumbnail gallery, click the check box in the bottom right corner 

of the Thumbnail Gallery Window. It is suggested to select all images of the product (each 

different view of the same product that was captured. 

 Step 11 – Editing (Third button down under Image Processing 

Tools): 
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Figure G. Imported product images into Editing Area 

Select the ‘BR using Background Image’ – select BR image that was previously uploaded and adjust: 

Threshold: This is used to adjust the amount the tool will remove colors that differ from the Reference 

Image. If the color of the product is similar to the background, you will want to use a lower number. If 

the product contrasts the background color well, you can use a higher number. For example if you are 

trying to remove shadows, you will want to use a higher number – however by increasing Threshold, it 

might eat into the product. Users will see flickering grey background – this denotes which part of the 

image is being removed. We typically suggest a value between 5 and 40. 

Edge Sensitivity: Defines the level of edge smoothing before applying the threshold. We suggest this 

between 0 and 7 (typically much closer to 0) 

Edge Blending: The sharpness of the transition between the foreground and the background. We 

suggest a value between 0 and 5 – typically closer to 0. 

Hole Filling: Fills in holes generated by larger threshold values in the BR tool.  A note of warning though: 

if the tool is applied to objects that already have many holes, those holes may fill as well. 

As changes are made, they will be reflected in real-time in the Background Removal Preview Window 

(areas of the image that will be removed will blink in grey). Users can adjust the 1:1 preview window 

using the viewfinder (shaded blue box) on the small preview to the right. 
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Figure H. Adjusting variables in Background Removal tool 

Users then have the ability to Apply the Background Removal changes to a single (Apply button) or 

entire set of images (Apply to All button). 

 
Figure I. After ‘Apply to All’ Automated Background Removal tool. 
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The backgrounds now transparent however displayed inside Shutter Stream as whatever color is defined 

in the Options are under ‘Alpha blending color’ (this is defaulted to white). For example using Black: 

 
Figure J. Adjusting ‘Alpha Blending Color’ in ‘Options’ area 

Inspect images, note, if a portion of the product was cut out, users can choose to add frame back in. 

Alternatively, if a portion of the frame was not cut out (ex. shadows), users can remove this manually. 

Both functions can be completed using the lasso tool (see video). 

If required, users can take advantage of the other editing tools (White Balance, Tint, Levels, Curves, 

Brightness, Saturation, Contrast, Sharpness & Hue) to make additional edits and/or color corrections 

(select ‘Apply’ or ‘Apply to All’ to apply changes to image(s)). 

During output, JPG image background color will be whatever color is selected in the ‘Alpha blending 

color’. If image(s) are output in PNG or TIFF (using Dynamic Save), image background will be transparent. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-vbj0aI9sd0&feature=youtu.be&t=1833
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Figure K. Batch outputting & resizing images in PNG format using ‘Dynamic Save’ Tool 

The automated background removal tool can be 
used in conjunction with the Lasso’ manual cut out 
tool to add back in, or remove additional parts of 
the image after the BR tool has been applied. For 
example;  

A. Should the BR tool fail removing a shadow in an 
image, users can manually remove this using the 
lasso tool. 
 
B. Should the BR tool remove part of a product, 
this can be added back in after the fact. 

 
Figure L. Transparent background image in PNG format 

 

Displaying Alpha Channel – Should users edit and remove background from their images, these can be 

displayed with the Alpha Channel. To do so, select ‘Options’ then in the dropdown choose ‘Alpha 

Blending Options’ then check ‘Use Chessboard Pattern’: 
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